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Abstract
We present a proof system for determining satisfaction between
processes in a fairly general process algebra and assertions of the modal
-calculus. The proof system is compositional in the structure of
processes. It extends earlier work on compositional reasoning within
the modal -calculus and combines it with techniques from work on
local model checking. The proof system is sound for all processes and
complete for a class of nite-state processes.
1 Introduction
The propositional -calculus of Kozen [Kozen, 1983] which was introduced
as a powerful extension of propositional dynamic logic has received growing
interest as a logic for concurrent systems. This is mainly due to the expres-
siveness of the logic, which is known to subsume many modal and temporal
logics, and the fact that very few operators are needed in achieving this: The
logic is an extension of relativized, minimal modal logic K {a l s ok n o w na s
Extended abstract appears in: Proceedings of LICS'94, IEEE Computer Society Press.
ySupported by the Danish Technical Research Council.
zBasic Research in Computer Science, Centre of the Danish National Research
Foundation.
1Hennessy-Milner logic in the process algebra community { with minimum
and maximum xed points. It is due to this connection (explained in more
detail in [Stirling, 1992]) that we use the name the modal -calculus.
It is customary to consider Kripke models or, equivalently, labelled tran-
sition systems as models for interpretation of the logic. Since labelled transi-
tion systems are used in giving operational semantics of process languages, it
is straightforward to view the modal -calculus as a language for expressing
properties of processes. Despite the expressiveness, it turns out that validity
is decidable for the modal -calculus, and for nite-state processes the prob-
lem of deciding satisfaction between a process and an assertion is decidable
too. A range of algorithms and proof systems for this problem has been
given in the literature, e.g. [Emerson and Lei, 1986, Arnold and Crubille,
1988, Larsen, 1988, Stirling and Walker, 1991, Cleaveland, 1990, Winskel,
1989, Cleaveland and Steen, 1992, Andersen, 1994, Vergauwen and Lewi,
1992, Larsen, 1992, Cleaveland et al., 1992, Andersen, 1993]. They mostly
rely on globally or locally computing the underlying transition system. How-
ever, what we seek here is a method that is compositional in the structure of
processes, and which does not rely on computing the underlying transition
system.
Compositionality is important for at least the following reasons. Firstly, it
makes the verication modular, so that when changing part of a system only
the verication concerning that particular part must be redone. Secondly,
when designing a system or synthesising a process the compositionality makes
it possible to have undened parts of a process and still be able to reason
about it. For instance, it might be possible to reveal inconsistencies in the
specication or prove that with the choices already taken in the design no
component supplied for the missing parts will ever be able to make the overall
system satisfy the original specication. Thirdly, it makes it possible to
decompose the verication task into potentially simpler tasks. Finally, it can
make possible the reuse of veried components; their previous verication
can be used to show that they meet the requirements on the components of
a larger system.
Our method will be a compositional proof system, sound for arbitrary
processes and complete for a class of nite-state processes. The proof system
is compositional in the sense of the rules being guided by the structure of
processes and not looking into the structure of subprocesses. Earlier work on
compositional proof systems related to the modal -calculus includes work
2by Stirling [Stirling, 1985b, Stirling, 1985a, Stirling, 1987], Winskel [Winskel,
1985, Winskel, 1986, Winskel, 1990a, Winskel, 1990b], Larsen and Xinxin
[Larsen and Xinxin, 1990], Andersen and Winskel [Andersen and Winskel,
1992]. The proof system presented here is along the lines of the work by
Stirling and Winskel, but it extends their early work for Hennessy-Milner
logic to a proper treatment of recursive processes and the full modal -
calculus. It also gives new rules for parallel composition and the other static
operators. Actually, to a certain extent, the system can be seen as a result
of turning the operational reductions of Larsen and Xinxin and the syntactic
reductions of Andersen and Winskel into proof rules. But the match is not
exact; apart from the new static rules the treatment of xed points is closer
to the work on local model checking [Larsen, 1988, Stirling and Walker,
1991, Cleaveland, 1990, Winskel, 1989].
2 Languages
p
 ! pa : p
a ! p
p
 ! p 0
p + q
 ! p 0 6 = 
q
 ! q 0
p + q
 ! q 0 6 = 
t [ rec x:t=x]
 ! t0
rec x:t
 ! t0  6= 
p
 ! p0 q
 ! q0
p  q
 ! p0  q0
p
 ! p0
pfg
 ! p0fg
()=
p
 !p 0
p
 !p 0
2
Table 1: Operational rules.
The process language has a general parallel composition operator called a
product, t0  t1, that allows the components to proceed both synchronously
and asynchronously. Synchronization can then be enforced { or disallowed {
through a restriction operator and synchronized actions can be given proper
names through a relabelling operator. We refrain from giving details of how
this allows a wide range of parallel operators to be encoded (see for exam-
ple [Winskel, 1984] or [Andersen, 1993]), and we stick to introducing the
language.
3Let Act be a set of basic actions not containing the idling action .T h e
set of composite actions Act is the free ;-algebra over Act [fg such that
= .W el e ta;b;:::range over basic actions, ;;:::over composite
actions, and  over sets of composite actions. The set of process terms are
generated from the grammar:
t ::= 0 j a:t j t0 + t1 j t0  t1 j tfgjt jxjrec x:t
The term constructors are called: nil, prex, sum, product, relabelling, re-
striction, process variable,a n drecursion.T h erestricting set  is any subset
of Act containing fg;t h erelabelling function :Act ! Act must be
strict and injective on idling actions, i.e. ()=and −1()=fg.T h e
operational semantics of this process language is given as a labelled tran-
sition system T =( P ;Act; !), where P is the set of closed process terms
(the notions of open and closed terms are as usual) and ! P  Act P
is given as the least relation satisfying the rules of table 1. We shall refer to
elements of P simply as processes.
The assertions of the modal -calculus will be given in a negation-free
version and we use the construction of Winskel [Winskel, 1989] of tagging
xed points with sets of processes. Thus the assertions are constructed from
the following grammar:
A ::= A0 _ A1 j A0 ^ A1 jh  i Aj[  ] Aj
XjXfUgA j XfUgA
where U Pis a set of tags and X ranges over a set of assertion variables.
The usual tag-free xed points X:A and X:A are special cases correspond-
ing to empty tag sets. We have chosen to let the modalities diamond hiA
and box []A range over sets of composite actions   Act instead of just
t h em o r ec o m m o n l ys i n g l ea c t i o n s .
The semantics of assertions [[A]] Pis given by induction on the struc-
ture of A;t h em a pis an environment taking all free variables of A to
subsets of P. For the xed points we observe that the bodies, when consid-
ered as functions of X, are monotonic on the complete lattice (Pow(P);)
and then appeal to the Knaster-Tarski xed-point theorem [Tarski, 1955] for
supplying a minimum xed point, denoted by , and a maximum xed point,
denoted by :
4[[A 0 _ A 1]] =[ [ A 0 ]] [ [[A 1]]
[[A 0 ^ A 1]] =[ [ A 0 ]] \ [[A 1]]
[[hiA]] = fp 2Pj9 29 p
0:p
 !p
0&p
02[[A]]g
[[[]A]] = fp 2Pj8 28 p
0:p
 !p
0 ) p
02[[A]]g
[[X ]] = (X )
[[XfUgA]] = V:([[A]][V=X]nU)
[[XfUgA]] = V:([[A]][V=X][U)
Satisfaction between a process p and a closed assertion A is now dened by,
p j= A,i  ,p2[[A]] for all . For future reference we dene:
Denition 1 Let Sp be the set of sub-term reachable states of the process
p. I.e. the least set of states closed under
(i) p 2 Sp;
(ii)i f q 2 S pand q
 ! q0 then q0 2 Sp;
(iii)i f q 2 S pand q0 is a closed subterm of q then q0 2 Sp:
Let Rp,t h ereachable states of p, be the least subset of Sp closed under (i)
and (ii). 
It is not hard to prove that if all recursive terms in a process p are regular
(i.e. the body is built entirely from 0,+ ,a:, x,a n drec)t h e nS pis nite. A
recursion rec x:t is said to be guarded if any occurrence of x in t is inside a
prex.
3 The proof system
The proof system will be presented as \goal-oriented" proof rules dening
inductively the relation ` P  ClAssn between processes and closed asser-
tions. The rules naturally fall into three classes: Rules that do not involve
the process operators, rules for the dynamic process operators (0;a:;+;rec),
and nally rules for the static process operators (fg;;).
53.1 Rules for the xed points, boolean connectives and
idling modalities
The rst class of rules, given in table 2, only depend on the structure of
assertions. They encompass rules for the boolean connectives, modalities
with the idling action and xed points. These are straightforward rules that
need little comment, except for the xed-point rules. They are based on the
following observation, originally due to Kozen, and later used as the key step
in a local model checker by Winskel:
Lemma 1 (Reduction lemma) ([Kozen, 1983], [Winskel, 1989]) For   a
monotonic function on a powerset Pow(D) with p 2 D, we have
p 2 V: (V ) , p 2  (V:( (V ) nf p g ));
p 2 V: (V) , p 2  (V:( (V)[f p g )):
The last bi-implication holds for an arbitrary set P and inclusion instead of
just for a singleton; the rst not. Kozen [Kozen, 1983, Prop.5.7(vi)] proved
the direction from right to left. Cleaveland [Cleaveland, 1990] used a quite
similar lemma in showing completeness of his tableau method.
The right-hand sides of the bi-implications involve a slightly modied
unfolding of the xed points. For the minimum xed point a single element, p,
is removed in the unfolding; for the maximum it is added. The tagged xed-
point assertions were introduced to make this unfolding expressible directly
in the logic. Thus under the assumption that p 62 U the rst bi-implication
shows that p j= XfUgA if and only if p j= A[XfU;pgA=X], which shows
soundness of the rule (). Similarly, the soundness of the maximum xed
point rule (1) follows from the second bi-implication.1
Remark We shall refer to the rules in the sequel by names constructed
from the operators of the term and assertion that is involved in the rule.
When this does not give a unique name we add numbers starting from 0.
The names will be shown next to the rules in the tables. 
1An alternative to the tags is to change the proof system into a tableau system where
a similar eect is achieved by giving global success/failure criteria on the proof tree. See
for example [Stirling and Walker, 1991] for an explanation of the relationship between the
two approaches.
6(^)
t ` A0 ^ A1
t ` A0 t ` A1
(_0)
t ` A0 _ A1
t ` A0
(_1)
t ` A0 _ A1
t ` A1
([])
t ` [;]A
t`At ` [  ] A
( hi0)
t `h  ;iA
t`A
(hi1)
t `h  ;iA
t`h  i A
(  )
t`XfUgA
t ` A[XfU;tgA=X]
t 62 U
(0) t ` XfU;tgA (1)
t ` XfUgA
t ` A[XfU;tgA=X]
t 62 U
Table 2: Rules for the boolean connectives, idling modalities and xed points.
3.2 Rules for the dynamic operators
What is missing now are rules for assertions where the top-level operator
is a modality which do not involve an idling action. These remaining rules
will depend on the structure of the process term, in dierent ways for the
dynamic and the static operators. For the dynamic process operators they
are rather direct consequences of the operational semantics, see table 3, once
the following is observed for the recursion operator:
Proposition 1 Assume rec x:t is a closed process term, A a closed assertion,
and  a set of composite actions not containing . Then
rec x:t j=[  ] A , t [ rec x:t=x] j=[  ] A;
rec x:t j= hiA , t[rec x:t=x] j= hiA:
Proof: Since there is only one operational rule for the recursion operator {
the unfolding rule { rec x:t and t[rec x:t=x] have syntactically the same -
successors for any  6= . The proposition now follows from the observation
7(0[]) 0 ` []A
(:[]0)
a:t ` [a;]A
t ` A
(:[]1)
a:t ` []A
a 62 
(:hi)
a:t `h a;iA
t ` A
(+[])
t0 + t1 ` []A
t0 ` []At 1 ` [  ] A
(+hi0)
t0 + t1 `h  i A
t 0`h  i A
(+hi1)
t0 + t1 `h  i A
t 1`h  i A
( rec[])
rec x:t ` []A
t[rec x:t=x] ` []A
(rechi)
rec x:t `h  i A
t [ rec x:t=x] `h  i A
Table 3: Dynamic process operators. All rules assume 6 2 .
that for any closed process p, the judgements p j= hiA and p j=[  ] Aare
fully determined by the -successors of p. 
It is important that the top-level assertion is a modality: The successor
states of rec x:t and its unfolded version are syntactically identical (since
unfolding is the only operational rule for recursion), and thus satises the
same set of assertions. But rec x:t satises Xfrec x:tgA whereas this is not
necessarily the case for t[rec x:t=x].
3.3 Rules for the static operators
In order to give rules for the static operators we shall extend the assertions
with operators expressing the \pre-images" of the corresponding process op-
erators. For relabelling, this mean that we allow assertions like Afg with
the semantic interpretation
[[Afg]] = fp j pfg2[[A]]g:
Thus t j= Afg if and only if tfgj =A . Hence, we include in the syntax
these extended assertions:
A ::= :::jAfgjA jA=t
8(fg[])
tfg`[  ] A
t`[−1()](Afg)
(fghi)
tfg`h  i A
t`h  − 1(  ) i ( A f  g )
( [])
t ` []A
t ` [ \ ](A)
( hi)
t `h  i A
t`h \ i ( A )
(fg)
t ` Afg
tfg`A
( )
t`A
t`A
(  )
t 0`A=t1
t0  t1 ` A
Table 4: Rules for eliminating relabelling and restriction from the process,
and the three shift rules. The rules assume 6 2 .
The semantic interpretations of the last two operators, restriction and quo-
tienting,a r e :
[[A  ]] = fp j p 2 [[A]]g
[[A=t]] = fp j p  t 2 [[A]]g
The new assertion operators will be used in giving rules for the modalities.
For instance, one of the rules for relabelling will be
tfg`[  ] A
t`[−1()](Afg)
Notice, that the operator fg is applied to an assertion \guarded" by a box-
modality. This box-modality can be removed by further application of the
rules. At some point we might end up with fg being applied at the top-
level, and the rule we choose to give for such an assertion is a shift rule that
shifts the operator back to the process, see table 4.
Various versions of parallel composition has traditionally posed the great-
est diculties in giving compositional rules. To get an idea of the diculties,
suppose we are confronted with the satisfaction problem t0  t1 ` A and we
want to decompose this to satisfaction problems for t0 and t1 without in-
specting the structure of t0 and t1. If we think of t0t1 as an element of the
two-dimensional \plane", PP, the assertion A will be some two-dimensional
\shape" in this plane. A decomposition of A could now be constructed by
taking fragments A0 and A1 of the two axes, such that t0 should satisfy A0
and t1 should satisfy A1. However, for this to be a complete decomposition,
valid for all t0 and t1, we would need to have A equal to the product of A0
9and A1. This product would always be a \rectangle" { something which is
certainly not true for arbitrary A. One way to get around this problem is to
approximate A from the inside by a set of pairs of assertions (Ai
0;A i
1) forming
rectangles, the union of which forms exactly A. However, as Winskel argues
in [Winskel, 1990b] the presence of xed points can force this to be an innite
set; resulting in a poor decomposition.2
Fortunately, if we are slightly less ambitious and allow ourselves to in-
spect the structure of one of the two components, we can do better. In the
suggested picture, this corresponds to the fact that if we x a point on one
of the axes, we can project to the other and get a subset of P.T h et a s ko f
decomposition is now to nd the assertion expressing this projection. As we
shall see in section 6, if the component is nite-state, it is possible to directly
compute the projected assertion. But in the rules we will be more general
and impose no restrictions on niteness; in fact, the rules will be local and
for the dynamic operators follow very closely the rules of table 3. The main
dierence is that we are now considering a process t0 in a `context' t which,
however, play no active role in the rules; all the rules are guided solely by
the structure of t0.
As before with the idling modalities, we shall need some rules that allow
actions idling in the right component to be taken outside of the modalities.
In order to state these rules we use the auxiliary operation = of quotienting
a set of actions with respect to a particular action. This operation is dened
by = = f j    2 g.W e a l s o u s e  nfor the set of actions
   2  for which  is not . These rules are given as the rst three rules
of table 5. They are easily seen to be sound. The last eight rules of table 5
are the rules for the dynamic operators.
When the right component t0 is headed by a static operator, we simplify
the right component at the expense of the left. Let the operation l(A)
reassociate every modality and every tag of the form  (  )i nAto the
left. Then, we change the product t(t0t1)t o( tt 0)t 1and perform the
corresponding rearrangement on A by replacing it by l(A). Analogously,
when t0 is a relabelling we will exploit that t  (t0fg)i se q u i v a l e n tt o( t
t 0) f Idg, where Id is the identity relabelling and the product of relabellings
2An example of a dicult assertion is the assertion B from [Andersen, 1993] expressing
bisimilarity: p  q j= B,i  ,pand q are strongly bisimilar. Hence, B forms a diagonal in
the \plane". A decomposition would include a rectangle for each equivalence class.
10([])
t  t0 ` []A
t ` [=](A=t0) t  t0 ` [ n  ] A
( hi0)
t  t0 `h  i A
t`h =i(A=t0)
(hi1)
t  t0 `h  i A
tt 0`h n  i A
The rules below all assume = = ;
(0[]) t  0 ` []A
(:[])
t  a:p ` []A
t ` [=a](A=p)
(:hi)
t  a:p `h  i A
t`h =ai(A=p)
(+[])
t  (t0 + t1) ` []A
t  t0 ` []At  t 1 ` [  ] A
(  + hi0)
t  (t0 + t1) `h  i A
tt 0`h  i A
(  + hi1)
t  (t0 + t1) `h  i A
tt 1`h  i A
(  rec[])
t  rec x:t0 ` []A
t  t0[rec x:t0=x] ` []A
(rechi)
t  rec x:t0 `h  i A
tt 0[ rec x:t0=x] `h  i A
Table 5: Product rules for idling and dynamic operators. We use the abbre-
viations = = f j    2 g and  n =f 2j6 =g.
11()
t  (t0  t1) ` A
(t  t0)  t1 ` l(A)
(fg)
t  (t0fg) ` A
(t  t0)fId  g`l f  g( A )
(  )
t( t 0) ` A
(t  t0)(Act  ) ` l(A)
Table 6: Product rules for static operators.
0  1 is dened by
0  1()=
(
 0(  0) 1(  1)i f  =  0   1
 otherwise:
The corresponding change on an assertion A is to replace every tag of the
form ( fg)b yat a g() f Idg and removing the others. Let lfg(A)
be the result of performing this operation on A.
Finally, for restriction we exploit the equivalence between t0(t1 ) and
(t0  t1)(Act  ) using the operation l (A) to change the tags of A from
 ( ) to (  )(Act  ) and removing the others. This gives rise to
the three rules of table 6 for the static operators.
4 Soundness
The rules are sound for arbitrary processes and complete for a set of nite-
state processes, i.e. processes with only guarded regular recursions.
Many of the rules are both upwards and downwards sound as captured
by the following proposition:
12Proposition 2 For all processes t, t0, t1 and t2, closed extended assertions
A and sets of composite actions  not containing the idling action, we have
i) tfgj =[  ] A , tj =[  − 1(  )](Afg)
i0) tfgj =h  i A , tj =h  − 1(  ) i ( A f  g )
ii) t j=[  ] A , tj =[ \ ](A)
ii0) t j= hiA , t j= h \ i(A)
iii) t j= Afg,t f  gj =A
iv) t j= A , t j= A
v) t0 j= A=t1 , t0  t1 j= A:
Proof: For the bi-implications i{ii0 observe that there is only one rule
that applies to a relabelled term and to a restricted term. Combining this
with the semantics of extended assertions immediately results in the four
bi-implications.
The bi-implications iii{v follow directly from the denition of the seman-
tics of extended assertions. 
Before arguing for soundness of the product static rules, table 6, we need
a simple lemma on the semantics of assertions and another lemma relating
xed points in dierent lattices.
Lemma 2 (Locality Lemma, [Andersen and Winskel, 1992]) Assume
that U is a set of processes closed under !.L e tT Ube the restriction of T
to U.B y[[A]] U  we denote the semantics of A with respect to this restricted
transition system: Tag-sets are restricted to U and xed points are found in
the complete lattice Pow(U). Then for all A and ,
[[A]] \ U =[ [ A ]] U  U
where U(X)= ( X )\U.
To see how we shall employ this lemma, take L = ft0  (t1fg) j t0;t 1 2
P; a relabellingg and R = f(t0  t1)fId  gjt 0;t 1 2P ; a relabellingg.
Since no operational rules can remove the static operators, L and R are closed
under !. Now, by the locality lemma
t0  (t1fg) j= A , t0  (t1fg) 2 [[A]] L L
13for all . Hence, we lose no information by taking the local view of the
semantics. Similarly for processes in R we have
(t0  t1)fId  gj =A , ( t 0t 1) f Id  g2[[A]] R R:
Our proof of soundness of (fg) will relate these two local views of the
semantics. In doing this we will need to relate xed points in the two complete
lattices Pow(L)a n dPow(R). The following lemma gives the means to relate
minimum xed points { a dual version of it for relating maximum xed points:
Lemma 3 Let D and E be complete sub-lattices of Pow(P).L e ti n:D!E
be an !-continuous function such that in(?D)=? E.S u p p o s e  : E! E
and  : D ! D are monotonic functions such that
in   =   in:
Then
in()=:
See [Andersen and Winskel, 1992] or [Andersen, 1993] for a proof.
In proving (fg) sound we shall use the lemma in the case where D
is Pow(L), E is Pow(R)a n din is the !-continuous function lfg mapping
t0 (t1fg)t o( t 0t 1) f Idg. Similar setups work for the rules ()a n d
(  ):
Lemma 4 For all processes t0;t 1;t 2 and closed extended assertions A we
have:
vi) t0 (t1 t2) j = A , (t0 t1)t2 j = l(A)
vii) t0 (t1fg) j = A , (t0 t1)fId  gj =l f  g( A )
viii) t0  (t1) j= A , (t0  t1)(Act  ) j= l (A):
Proof: We shall prove vii the remaining two bi-implications are similar. By
structural induction on A we prove for all A, P(A)w h e r eP ( A ) is dened
by, P(A) holds if and only if
lfg([[A]] L)=[ [ l f  g ( A )]]Rlfg  
for all environments  assigning variables to subsets of L.H a v i n g p r o v e n
P ( A ) it follows immediately by the locality lemma that for any closed A,i f
t 0( t 1f  g )j =Athen lfg(t0 (t1fg)) = (t0 t1)fIdg satises lfg(A).
To prove P (A) we consider the possible forms of A.
14Case A  X. This case follows directly from the semantic clause for X:
lfg([[X]] L)=l f  g (  ( X )):
Case A  XfUgA. Let (V )=[ [ A ]] L[V=X][U and (V )=[ [ A ]] R(l fg 
)[V=X][lfg(U). By the induction hypothesis it follows that
lfg((V )) = (lfg(V ))
and hence, since both  and  are clearly monotonic, lfg(;)=;and lfg is
!-continuous it follows from lemma 3 that
lfg()=:
By expanding  and  and using the semantic clause for the minimum xed
points we get
lfg([[XfUgA]] L)=[ [ XfUgA]] Rl fg  
completing the case for the minimum xed point.
The case for the maximum xed point is completely dual. The remaining
cases for A are simple provided the following is observed for the modalities:
A transition
t0  (t1fg)
 ! t
0
0  (t
0
1fg)
is possible, if and only if, t0
 ! t0
0 and there exists a γ such that t1
γ ! t0
1 and
(γ)= . This will be the case, if and only if,
(t0  t1)fId  g
 ! (t
0
0  t
0
1)fId  g:
Hence, the two terms will always be capable of performing the same initial
transitions. (In fact, they are strongly bisimilar cf. [Milner, 1989]). 
We can now prove soundness for the full set of rules:
Theorem 1 (Soundness) Assume a process t and a closed assertion A.I f
t`Acan be proven using the rules of table 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 then t j= A.
Proof: As usual this is shown by proving that each rule is sound. We shall
argue that they are sound even for extended assertions. Rules (^), (_0)
and (_1) are straightforward. The idling rules ([]), (hi0) and (hi1) are
15straightforward since all processes t { due to the restrictions on  and  {
have the unique idling transition t
 ! t.
Soundness of the xed point rules (), (1) follows from the reduction
lemma and they are both upwards and downwards sound. Soundness of (0)
is immediate from the semantics.
Soundness of (0[]), (:[]0), (:[]1), (:hi);(+[]);(+hi0) and (+hi1) can be
proven directly from the operational semantics. The recursive process rules
are both upwards and downwards sound as shown in proposition 1.
Soundness of the rules (fg[]), (fghi), ([]), (hi), (fg), (), and
() of table 4 follows from proposition 2. The idling rules ([]), (hi0)
and (hi1) follows directly from the operational semantics as for the-free
versions. Similarly, the dynamic rules (0), (:[]), (:hi) etc. are proven
like their -free counterparts (0), (:[]0)=(:[]1), (:hi)e t c .
Soundness of the product static rules (), (fg)a n d(  ) follows
also from proposition 2. 
Notice, that the xed-point rules, the dynamic process operator rules,
and all the static operator rules { including the product rules { are both
upwards and downwards sound. In fact, only the disjunction rules and the
8 diamond rules (hi0), (hi1), (+hi0), (+hi1), (hi0), (hi1), (+hi0),
(+hi1) fail to be downwards sound.
5 Completeness
Central in our proof of completeness will be a well-founded relation on as-
sertions:
Lemma 5 The relation  dened on closed assertions with tags from a nite
set S by
A  A0 i A is a proper subassertion of A0,o r
A 0XfUgB and
A  B[XfU;tgB=X] for some t 62 U,
where  is one of  and , is well-founded.
The relation  embodies the fact that the small modications to the tags
when unfolding the xed points is enough to ensure that the xed-point rules
16can only be applied a nite number of times before t 2 U. It captures in a
very precise manner the reason for termination of model checking algorithms
based on the xed-point rules (), (0) and (1) as in the works of Stirling
and Walker [Stirling and Walker, 1991], Cleaveland [Cleaveland, 1990] and
Winskel [Winskel, 1989].
The proof strategy in proving completeness is as follows. Assume a pro-
cess p with a nite set of sub-term reachable states Sp. By well-founded
induction using  we show that for all t 2 Sp,i ftj =Athen t ` A. When
A is of the form []B or hiB this will involve inspecting the structure of
the term t. Thus we shall show by another induction, this time on t,h o wt o
construct from proofs of some t1 ` B;:::;t n `B where ti is less than t and
for all it ij =B ,ap r o o fo ft`A . The \less than" ordering we use on terms is
based on a measure w(t) that is roughly \the maximal depth to a prex, nil
or variable in t," which, however, gives more weight to the second component
of a product than to the rst. Hence, simplifying the second component at
the expense of the rst, as it is done in the static rules, is still considered a
way of making progress.
Theorem 2 (Completeness for nite-state processes) If p is a process
with guarded regular recursions then, for all closed assertions A with tags in
Sp,i fpj =Athen p ` A.
Proofs of this theorem and lemma 5 can be found in the appendix.
To show an example of the usage of the rules, we will consider the CCS
parallel composition j as an abbreviation for (  )  fg where  and 
are as follows. First, the actions Act are supposed to include a distinguished
internal action  and the remaining actions are called names. Associated
with each name a is a co-name  a; such that  forms a bijection on Act n .
Then, take  = fa   a;a0  ;a 0 ja 2Act n ;a0 2 Actg,a n dl e t
(a   a)=;(a0  )= ( a 0)=a 0and on other actions , (  )= .
It is not hard to see that (p  q)fg will behave exactly as pjq.
Example This example illustrates how the compositionality facilitates prov-
ing a property about a process that contains innite-state components {
when the innite-state behaviour is irrelevant for the property: Assume p
and q  rec x::x + t are innite-state processes (x m i g h tb ef r e ei nt ). We
shall consider the process pjq and prove that it has an innite -loop as
expressed by the assertion XfghiX.
17pjq ` XfghiX
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  1)
pjq `h i XfpjqghiX
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( fghi)
(p  q) `h  − 1( ) i ( XfpjqghiX)fg
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  hi)
p  q `h  i ( XfpjqghiX)fg
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  rechi)
p  (:q +t[q=x]) `h  i ( XfpjqghiX)fg
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  + hi0)
p  :q `h  i ( XfpjqghiX)fg
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( hi1)
p  :q `h n  i ( XfpjqghiX)fg
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  : hi)
p `h  i ( XfpjqghiX)fg=q
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( hi0)
p ` (XfpjqghiX)fg=q
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (  ) ; (  ) ; ( fg)
pjq ` XfpjqghiX
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (  0)
Figure 1: A proof tree for the example.
Let  =\ − 1(  )=f a aja2Act n g[f  ;g . The proof
tree is given in gure 1. Note that in the application of rule (:hi), we are
using ( n  ) = = fg.
6 Reductions
There is an alternative approach to compositionality, followed in [Andersen
and Winskel, 1992] and to some extent in [Larsen and Xinxin, 1990], based
on the idea of reductions. A reduction transforms a satisfaction problem
for a composite process op(t1;:::;t n) ` A into a boolean expression over
satisfaction problems t1 ` A1;:::;t n `A n for the subterms of the process {
independent of the structure of these. Simple examples of reductions can be
derived from:
t0 + t1 j=[  ] A,( t 0j =[  ] A )a n d( t 1j =[  ] A ) ;
t 0+t 1j =h  i A,( t 0j =h  i A )o r( t 1j =h  i A ) :
In general, the reductions will be more involved. However, for the relabelling
and restriction it is possible to give quite concise reductions. They simply
change the modalities (and the tags) of the assertion and leave everything
18else unchanged. In the context of our proof rules such a reduction can be
seen as a means for eliminating the extended assertions. I.e. for any assertion
A, equivalent assertions e(Afg)a n de ( A ) with fg and removed, can
be found. Table 7 shows these reductions. An alternative to the rules (fg[])
and (fghi)c o u l dn o wb e
t f  g`A
t`e ( A f  g )
Thus, no extended assertion will be introduced by this new rule.
e(Xfg)=X
e ( A 0^A 1f  g )=e ( A 0f  g )^e ( A 1f  g )
e ( A 0_A 1f  g )=e ( A 0f  g )_e ( A 1f  g )
e ([]Afg)=[  − 1(  )]e(Afg)
e(hiAfg)=h  − 1(  ) i e ( A f  g )
e ( XfUgAfg)=XfUfgge(Afg)
e(XfUgAfg)=XfUfgge(Afg)
e(X ) = X
e(A0 ^ A1) = e(A0) ^ e(A1)
e(A0 _ A1) = e(A0) _ e(A1)
e([]A) = [ \ ]e(A)
e(hiA) = h \ ie(A)
e(XfUgA) = XfUge(A)
e(XfUgA) = XfU ge(A)
Table 7: Reductions for relabelling and restriction. Recall, Ufg = fp j
pfg2Ugand U =f pjp2Ug .
If t is a nite-state process, also the quotienting A=t can be removed by a
reduction. To give this reduction we need to introduce tagged simultaneous
xed points. Let  be any one of  and . Then the syntax is:
X1fU1g:::X nfU ng(A 1;:::;A n)#X i;
abbreviated as  ~ Xf~ Ug~ A # Xi. The semantics should be clear. The reduction
is given in table 8. An alternative rule for product could now be
t0  t1 ` A
t0 ` e(A=t1)
;
19e(X=p)=X p
e ( A 0_A 1=p)=e ( A 0=p) _ e(A1=p)
e(A0 ^ A1=p)=e ( A 0=p) ^ e(A1=p)
e(hiA=p)=
W
fhie(A=p0) j9 2: p
 ! p0g
e([]A=p)=
V
f [  ] e ( A=p0) j9 2: p
 ! p0g
e(XfUgA=p)=Xp1fU=p1gX p nfU=png:(e(A=p1);:::;e(A=pn)) # Xp
where fp1;:::;p ng=R p
Table 8: Reduction for quotienting. Recall, U=p = ft j tp 2 Ug.
which, again, does not introduce any extended assertion. The price is, that
the new rule is only applicable for nite-state processes, and we must now
consider simultaneous xed points. The simultaneous xed points can be con-
verted into simple xed points using the Scott-Beki c principle [Beki c, 1984],
thereby potentially increasing the size of the assertion considerably. A more
appealing approach would be to extend the xed-point rules to simultaneous
xed points. Then, for example, () should be replaced by
t `  ~ Xf~ Ug~ A # Xi
t ` Ai[ ~ Xf~ U0g~ A= ~ X]
;
where ~ U0 =( U 1 ;:::;U i−1;U [f t g ;U i+1;:::;U n) and the substitution
[ ~ Xf~ U0g~ A= ~ X] is an abbreviation for [ ~ Xf~ U0g~ A # X1=X1;:::;~ Xf~ U0g~ A #
X n=Xn].
(Proving the above reductions correct is an easy generalisation to tagged
xed points of the proofs in [Andersen and Winskel, 1992] and [Andersen,
1993].)
7 Conclusion
The idea of compositionality being \not looking into the structure of subpro-
cesses" could be formalised using a set of \meta-variables" ^ x; ^ y;:::distinct
from the recursion variables. We should think of a variable ^ x a sb e i n gay e t
undened process { a \hole" in the term. Any proof carried out with such
variables appearing in the terms, would then be valid for all instantiations
20of the variable { capturing the reusability of proofs. However, in dening
the substitution on terms with meta-variables, a little care must be taken.
In, for example, rec x:a:^ y we have the undened process ^ y,w h i c hw em i g h t
at some point decide to instantiate to the term x. Thus we would require
(rec x:a:^ y)[x=^ y]=rec x:a:x. (Also, a substitution like ^ y[rec x:a:^ y=x] cannot
be reduced.)
It is interesting that the rules for recursion in combination with the tag-
ging could actually help us in nding appropriate instantiations of meta-
variables. Consider as an example the term rec x:a:^ y and the assertion
XfghaiX expressing the existence of an innite a-path. Using, in sequence,
the rules (1),(rechi),(:hi) we will end up with
^ y[rec x:a:^ y=x] ` Xfrec x:a:^ yghaiX:
Suppose we would try to apply rule (0) in proving this valid. Then we
would have to solve the equation ^ y[rec x:a:^ y=x]=rec x:a:^ y. A solution is to
substitute x for ^ y, arriving at rec x:a:x ` Xfrec x:a:xghaiX; which by rule
(0) is valid.3
Returning to the proof system, we notice that compared to the earlier
work of Stirling, Winskel, and Andersen and Winskel, the rules are few and
quite simple. In particular, only three simple rules are needed to deal with
xed-point assertions, two to deal with recursive processes.
A useful amendment to the system is the possibility of relaxing the con-
dition in (0) that t should be an element of the tags of the maximum xed-
point to simply be strongly bisimilar to one of the tags. This amendment is
straightforward since satisfaction in the modal -calculus is invariant under
strong bisimulation, provided the tags are interpreted as equivalences classes.
Another useful amendment would then be to combine the proof system with
a proof system for bisimulation equivalence on processes.
In a recent paper [Andersen, 1995] it is shown how the quotienting com-
bined with heuristics for simplifying simultaneous xed points gives rise to a
technique for handling the state explosion problem.
3The reduction for recursion given in [Andersen and Winskel, 1992] would, using some
simplication steps, transform the satisfaction problem rec x:a:^ y ` X:haiX into the
problem ^ y ` X:(haiX _f x g ), where fxg is an assertion true at the variable x { called a
state identier there. Thus it can immediately be seen that substituting x for ^ y yields a
solution. That reduction, however, is rather more involved and does not seem to give rise
easily to a corresponding proof rule.
21Appendix. Proofs
This appendix contains proofs of lemma 5 and theorem 2.
Lemma 5 The relation  dened on closed assertions with tags from a nite
set S by
A  A0 i A is a proper subassertion of A0,o r
A 0XfUgB and
A  B[XfU;tgB=X] for some t 62 U,
where  is one of  and , is well-founded.
Proof: Take the predicate Q(A) on closed assertions A with tags in S to be
dened by
Q(A) ,def all -decreasing sequences from A are nite:
Extend this to open terms by
Q+(A) ,def 8 : FV(A)!ClAssn:
(8X 2 FV(A):Q((X))) ) Q(A[]):
Observe that if A is closed Q+(A)i ss i m p l yQ ( A ). The proof is by well-
founded induction on a slightly dierent relation 0 dened by
A0 0 A i A0 is a proper subassertion of A,o r
AXfUgB and
A0  XfU;tgB for some t 62 U:
Since tags belong to the nite set S this relation is easily seen to be well-
founded. Thus assume for all A0 0 A, Q+(A) holds and 8X 2 FV(A):Q((X)).
We consider the possible rst successor A0 in a -decreasing sequence A[] 
A0 and argue that any continuation of the sequence must be nite. We con-
sider the two possible reasons for A[]  A0.
Case 1. A0 is a proper subassertion of A[]. Then either there exists a
subassertion A00 of A such that A00[]  A0,o rA 0is a subassertion of some
(X). In the rst case the result follows from the induction hypothesis since
A00 0 A; in the second it follows immediately from the assumption Q((X)).
22Case 2. In this case, A0  B[XfU;tgB=X]a n dA [  ]XfUgB.E i t h e r
AYand (Y )=XfUgB or A  XfUg(B0[]) for some B0.I n t h e
rst case the result follows from the assumption of Q((Y )); in the second it
can be shown from the induction hypothesis as follows. Since B  B0[]a n d
X62 FV(A), we can write A0 as
B
0[][XfU;tg(B
0[])=X]  B
0[XfU;tgB
0=X][]:
Hence, since XfU;tgB0 0 XfUgB0 it follows from the induction hypoth-
esis that Q+(XfU;tgB0)h o l d s .
Take 0(Y )= ( Y ) for Y 6= X and 0(X)=XfU;tg(B0[]). Thus we
have just argued Q(0(X)) and surely Q(0(Y )) for all Y 6= X.S i n c e B 0is
a subassertion of A and therefore B0 0 A we can again use the induction
hypothesis to conclude Q(A[]).

Let the measure w(t) be dened by structural induction on terms t by
w(0)=w ( x )=0
w ( a:t)=0
w ( t 0+t 1)=1+m a x f w ( t 0) ;w(t 1)g
w(rec x:t)=1+w ( t )
w ( t f  g )=w ( t )=1+w ( t )
w ( t 0t 1)=1+w ( t 0)+2 w( t 1) :
We can now prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3 Assume a closed assertion B and a closed term t with guarded,
regular recursions. If t j=[  ] B( tj =h  i B )then there exists some t1;:::;t n
with ti j= B and from t1 ` B;:::;t n ` B there is a proof of t ` []B
(t `h  i B ) .
Proof: We prove the claim by showing 8t:P(t) using well-founded induction
on t with the ordering induced by w(t)w h e r e
P( t ), def for all closed, extended assertions A;
if t j=[  ] Athen
9t1;:::;t n:t ij =A; and
t ` []A can be proven from fti ` Agi:
23We shall only consider the case for the box-modality, the case of diamond-
modality is similar. Thus assume for all t0 with w(t0) <w ( t )t h a tP ( t 0 )
holds and assume further that t j=[  ] A . We shall establish P(t)o nt h e s e
assumptions by considering the possible forms of t.
However, consider rst the case where 2 . Then from the semantics
we observe that t j= A and t j=[ n ] A . The rst is already on the required
form hence take t1  t; for t j=[ n ] Athe steps below assuming 6 2
provides the required remaining t2;:::;t n to establish P(t) using rule ([]).
Thus assume in the sequel 6 2 .
t0 . Immediate from rule (0[]).
t  a:t0.I fa2then t0 j= A and rule (:[]0) gives a proof of a:t0 ` []A from
a proof of t0 ` A. This shows P(t)i nt h i sc a s e .
If a 62  then rule (:[]1) immediately gives a proof of a:t0 ` []A showing P(t)
in this case.
t  t0 + t1. It follows from the semantics of assertions that t0 j=[  ] Aand
t1 j=[  ] A , hence since w(t0) <w ( t )a n dw ( t 1)<w ( t ) if follows by induction
that there exists t1
0;:::;t m
0 and t1
1;:::;t n
1 with ti
0 j= A and t
j
1 j= A such that
proofs of t0 ` A and t1 ` A can be constructed from proofs of ti
0 ` A and
t
j
1 ` A. Thus using rule (+[]) we can get a proof of t0 + t1 ` A completing
this case.
t  rec x:t0. It follows from proposition 1 that t0[rec x:t0=x] j=[  ] A .N o w ,
since all recursions are guarded and regular w(t0[rec x:t0=x]) <w ( rec x:t0)
hence by the induction hypothesis there exists t1 j= A;:::;t nj =Asuch that
a proof of t0[rec x:t0=x] ` []A can be constructed from proofs of ti ` A.
Applying rule (rec[]) to such a proof we have shown P(t)i nt h i sc a s e .
tt 0f  g . It follows from downwards soundness of rule (fg[]) that t0 j=
[−1()](Afg). Since w(t0) <w ( t ) it follows by induction that there exists
t0
1;:::;t 0
n such that t0
i j= Afg and that from proofs of t0
i ` Afg we can
construct a proof of t0 ` [−1()](Afg). Now, to extend this to a proof of
t0fg`[  ] Arst take ti  t0
ifg. Hence from proofs of ti ` A, i.e. t0
ifg`A ,
we get proofs of t0
i ` Afg using rule (fg). Finally, using rule (fg[]) we
get a proof of t0fg`[  ] Afrom a proof of t0 ` [−1()](Afg)w h i c ha sw e
have just argued can be proven from t1 ` A;:::;t n `A.
tt 0. As above but using rules () and ([]).
24t  t0  t1.
If =6 =;we can remove the set (=)  fg by applying rule
([]) and proceed as below { exactly like in the case of 2
considered in the beginning of the proof. Hence, in the sequel
assume = = ; and consider the possible forms of t1.
t1  0, t1  a:t0, t1  t0
1 + t00
1, t1  rec x:t0. Analogous to the cases
above. See the discussion in section 3.3 about the relationship
between the product dynamic rules and the dynamic rules.
t1  t0
1t00
1. A little bit of arithmetic shows w((t0t0
1)t00
1) <w ( t ):
w((t0  t0
1)  t00
1)
=1 + w ( t 0  t 0
1 )+2 w( t 00
1)
=1 + ( 1 + w ( t 0 )+2 w( t 0
1)) + 2w(t00
1)
=1 + w ( t 0 )+1+2 w( t 0
1)+2 w( t 00
1)
< 1+w( t 0)+2 ( 1+w( t 0
1)+2 w( t 00
1))
= w(t0  (t0
1  t00
1)) = w(t)
Thus P(t) follows from the induction hypothesis and rule ().
t1  t0
1fg. As above we compute:
w((t0  t1)fg)
=1 + w ( t 0  t 1 )
=1 + ( 1 + w ( t 0 )+2 w( t 1))
< 1+w( t 0)+2 ( 1+w( t 1))
= w(t0  (t1fg))
Thus P(t) follows from the induction hypothesis and rule (fg).
t1  t0
1. As above.

The proof of completeness now follows by well-founded induction on the
relation :
Theorem 2 (Completeness for nite-state processes) If p is a process
with guarded regular recursions then for all closed assertions A with tags in
Sp,
p j= A ) p ` A: 25Proof: Let Q(A) be dened on closed assertions with tags in Sp by
Q(A) ,def 8t 2 Sp:tj =A ) t`A:
We prove Q(A) for all closed assertions with tags in Sp by induction on .
Hence assume Q(A0) for all A0  A.
We consider the potential forms of A.
A  X. Impossible since A is assumed to be closed.
A  A0 ^ A1.S i n c e t j = A 0^ A 1implies t j= A0 and t j= A1, and, more-
over, A0  A,a n dA 1Athe result follows from the induction hypothesis
applying rule (^).
A  A0 _ A1.S i n c e t j = A 0_ A 1implies t j= A0 or t j= A1, and, more-
over, A0  A,a n dA 1Athe result follows from the induction hypothesis
applying either rule (_0) or (_1).
A  XfUgB. From lemma 1 it follows that if t j= XfUgB then t j=
B[XfU;tgB=X] and as it can easily be seen from the semantics of tagged
minimum xed points, t 62 U.T h u sr u l e(  ) can be applied to yield a proof of
t ` XfUgB from a proof oft ` B[XfU;tgB=X]. Since B[XfU;tgB=X] 
XfUgB we have by the induction hypothesis a proof of B[XfU;tgB=X]
completing this case.
A  XfUgB.I f t 2 U ,r u l e(  0) immediately yields a proof of t `
XfUgB.I f t 62 U but t j= XfUgB if follows from lemma 1 that t j=
B[XfU;tgB=X]t h u sr u l e(  1) gives a proof of t ` XfUgB from a proof
of t ` B[XfU;tgB=X]. Since B[XfU;tgB=X]  XfUgB we have by the
induction hypothesis a proof of B[XfU;tgB=X] completing this case.
A  []B; A h  i B . Assuming t j=[  ] Bit follows from lemma 3 that there
exists t1;:::;t n such that ti j= B and t j=[  ] Bcan be proven from proofs
of ti ` B. However, since B  []B it follows from the induction hypothesis
that such proofs do indeed exist, completing the case for the box-modality.
The case for the diamond-modality is similar.

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